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Student 2015 for PC.Walnut Creek police released body camera
footage on Monday of a San Francisco officer firing a taser into an

unarmed 18-year-old, who died a few days later. The footage shows
the San Francisco police officer firing the Taser to “disperse” both
the crowd and the suspect during the Nov. 17 incident in Walnut

Creek. The footage, now available on the city’s public record
website, shows the officer then firing two more rounds into Kenton

Russell, a UC Berkeley student who allegedly made threatening
gestures at the officer and tried to walk away. “Hey, hey, hey, hey,”
the officer can be heard yelling, as he fires the Taser, “What are you
doing?” San Francisco police officer fired Taser into man who died:
SF mom After the Taser strikes the victim twice, the officer follows

the teen into his home before firing another two shots into his head.
The incident ends shortly after 11 p.m. “The public deserves to

know what happened and what is at stake if use-of-force policy is
not reformed,” said Walnut Creek Police Chief James Booe at a news
conference on Monday. “We must do everything we can to prevent

this from happening again." On Nov. 16, the department held a
community listening session to discuss police use of force policies

after the death of Russell. Booe says he learned about the event for
the first time and was “offended and shocked” to find out it took

place behind closed doors. He said he was also offended that
attendees were told not 0cc13bf012
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from the selection below. James McCann is looking to land a spot in the Raiders’ starting lineup in 2013. The
third-year wide receiver showed flashes last season in the receiving corps for the Raiders. He was targeted 14
times in the regular season and caught six passes for 55 yards while seeing more action on the injury report

than anyone else. Should he be starting, McCann would be battling for a spot with Denarius Moore and Mychal
Givens. McCann, 6-foot-2, 190205, is in the final year of his rookie contract that will pay him a base salary of
$1.0050 million, according to a league source. Along with the Jets, the Ravens0 outside the top five seems to
have serenaded, in addition to the Carson, when it came to the, but the sixth that was almost there, was the
Eagles. McCann received a four-year, reportedly $20.5 million deal with the Jets. But that is worth $6 million

than just as a base salary, according to the Leaguesin the playoffs. The wideout had a great camp in
Oakland,but he played with a lower leg injury that he suffered playing college football at Texas A&M. He often
has been challenged in games the two years but came back last season well. The question now is, how will the
Raiders use all of their hands in the passing game? How many WR, if any, will be involved? With a healthy and
young running back tandem of Darren McFadden, and Michael Bush, the Raiders will have an elite talent at the
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position. Can that duo can also keep the Raiders on the ground? The offensive line looks like it can improve on
the left side of
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